Modelling colour changes during the caramelisation reaction
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Abstract

Sucrose solutions, with concentrations near or superior to saturation, present high potentialities for the candy and pastry industries. The development of colour in a neutral and highly concentrated sucrose solution (16.32%(w/w) water content) subjected to isothermal heat treatment (in the 100–160 °C range) was investigated. Under such conditions, sucrose degrades through caramelisation and 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) is formed. Colour development was monitored through lightness/darkening ($L/L_0$) and total colour difference (TCD$_{H}$) changes during reaction course. Kinetic behaviour was mathematically described using modified Gompertz equations. The effect of temperature on the reaction was described by an Arrhenius type dependency. Colour development and sucrose degradation kinetic parameters were compared and similar lag phases were found. However, the same was not observed for reactions rate, indicating that not only sucrose degradation contributes to colour development. To investigate the colour development/HMF content relationship, a fractional conversion and a power law models where successfully proposed to express, respectively, $L/L_0$ and TCD$_{H}$ dependence on HMF content.

Introduction

Highly concentrated sucrose solutions (sugar syrups) are extensively used in pastry and confectionery products. These syrups are prepared by heating a mixture of sugar and water (3:1) to high temperatures in order to dissolve the sugar and evaporate water, producing supersaturated solutions. During this process sucrose can degrade, through the caramelisation reaction, leading to non-enzymatic browning and thus colour changes. Besides contributing to the visual aspect and flavour of the final product, colour changes can be used to control reaction’s extension.

Colour is an important attribute in food products, since formed and/or degraded compounds may contribute to a specific coloration (Francis, 1995). Colour can be assessed either by a sensory panel or using analytical instrumentation. A typical example is the profuse use of absorbance readings in the 400–460 nm to evaluate brown pigments formation during non-enzymatic browning. However, tristimulus colorimetry has become a popular technique and equipment, since it mimics human colour perception without any prior sample preparation. It is based on the existence of three main elements: the light source (illuminant), the object of the study (which reflects or transmits light) and the observer (which receives the signal and interprets into units related to how the human eye “sees” colour) (Francis, 1995; Hutchings, 1994). The interpretation of such human colour perception, lead to the development of several colour scales. Under white light, any colour can be defined by a mixture of red, blue and green primaries. The International Commission on Illumination (CIE) defined a parallel interpretation by setting unreal primaries XYZ, which
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can be mathematically converted into more easily interpreted and linear colour scales: the Hunter Lab and the CIE Lab (Hutchings, 1994) colour spaces. Both these scales are similar and represent a 3-dimension rectangular space based on the opponent-colours theory, where $L$ – represents the lightness axis and measures how light/dark the sample, $a$ – measures the greenness/redness of the sample and $b$ – represents products’ blueness/yellowness (Hutchings, 1994).

Colour changes in a food product due to process are commonly evaluated through changes in the scale parameters ($L, a$ and $b$) and/or through the Total Colour Difference (Eq. (1)) parameter, which evaluates the overall colour difference of a processed sample compared to a reference one (indicated by the index 0 in the following expression):

$$
TCD = \sqrt{(L - L_0)^2 + (a - a_0)^2 + (b - b_0)^2}
$$

Non-enzymatic browning is the general denomination of darkening of a food product due to any reaction not owed to enzymatic activity. Although this includes several reaction types, such as lipid oxidation or ascorbic acid degradation, non-enzymatic browning is mainly associated with carbohydrate degradation reactions, such as the Maillard and caramelisation reactions (BeMiller & Whistler, 1996). Colour changes due to Maillard reaction are extensively described in literature (e.g. are Baisier & Labuza, 1992; Bell, White, & Chen, 1998; Brijn, Stuijs, & Bout-Dierderen, 1999; Buera, Chirifie, Resnik, & Lozano, 1987b; Imming, Buczy, Lehnberger, & Blesener, 1996; Lievonen, Laaksonen, & Roos, 1998; Reyes, Poocharoen, & Wrolstad, 1982; Schebor, Buera, Karel, & Chirife, 1999). On the other hand, caramelisation related colour development has been less studied (Buera, Chirifie, Resnik, & Lozano, 1987a; Buera, Chirifie, Resnik, & Wetzler, 1987; Cammerer, Wedzicha, & Kroh, 1999).

Caramelisation is the common name for a group of reactions that occur when carbohydrates are exposed to high temperatures with no amino groups involved. This reaction is influenced by pH, impurities (salts) and sucrose concentration of the solution (Clarke, Edye, & Eggleston, 1997; Eggleston & Vercellotti, 2000; Lowary & Richards, 1988; Mauch, 1971; Richards, 1986; Vukov, 1965). When highly concentrated sucrose solutions are heated at high temperatures and neutral pH, a lag phase on sucrose degradation occurs (Clarke et al., 1997; Eggleston, Trask-Morrel, & Vercellotti, 1996; Lowary & Richards, 1988; Richards, 1986). Such solutions are of special importance in confectionery products or sugar boiling during white sugar production. The first reaction step in the caramelisation reaction is sucrose hydrolysis leading to glucose and fructose production (Clarke et al., 1997; Eggleston et al., 1996; Lowary & Richards, 1988; Mauch, 1971; Richards, 1986). Further degradation of these products is responsible for the formation of other compounds, with special preponderance to the thermodynamically stable 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) (Antal, Mok, & Richards, 1990; Clarke et al., 1997; Eggleston et al., 1996; Kroh, 1994; Lowary & Richards, 1988; Mauch, 1971).

The typical brown colour developed during caramelisation is attributed to the production of polymeric products during the reaction course and HMF and furfural
are pointed out as precursors of such polymers (Kroh, 1994).

Colour changes together with HMF content have been studied for numerous food systems, such as fruit juices and purees (Bozkurt, Gogus, & Eren, 1999; Carabasa, Ibarz, Garza, & Barbosa-Canovas, 1998; Garza, Ibarz, Pagan, & Giner, 1999; Ibarz, Pagan, & Garza, 2000; Kadakal & Nas, 2003; Rattanathanalerk, Chiewchan, & Sri-chumpoung, 2005; Tosun, 2004), dairy products (Cais-Pagan, & Giner, 1999; Ibarz, Pagan, & Garza, 2000; Kadalakal & Nas, 2003; Rattanathanalerk, Chiewchan, & Sri-chumpoung, 2005; Tosun, 2004), and other carbohydrate-based food model systems (Carabasa-Giribet & Ibarz-Ribas, 2000a, 2000b; Miao & Roos, 2004). However, few studies try to correlate HMF content with colour development. Most of such studies only report the observation or not of a linear correlation between such factors (Burdurlu & Karadeniz, 2003; Fallico, Arena, & Zapal, 2003) and in even fewer cases the possibility of an exponential correlation is addressed (Ramirez-Jimenez, Guerra-Hernandez, & Garcia-Villanov, 2000). To the authors’ best knowledge, only one work approached the development of a mathematical model to describe such correlation and a power law was used (Lee & Nagy, 1988).

The lag phase and autocatalytic behaviour observed during sucrose degradation in highly concentrated neutral solutions has been previously discussed and modelled using a modified Gompertz equation (Quintas, Brandão, & Silva, 2007). Since sucrose hydrolysis is the first step of the caramelisation reaction, the lag phase observed on sucrose degradation of highly concentrated solutions is expected to be also observed in colour development monitoring. In fact, this lag phase (or induction period) has been observed in non-enzymatic browning of freeze dried acidic model systems containing sucrose (Karel & Labuza, 1968; Labuza, Tannenbaum, & Karel, 1970) and other carbohydrate-based food model systems (Carabasa-Giribet & Ibarz-Ribas, 2000a, 2000b; Miao & Roos, 2004).

This work aims at studying colour formation and investigating the relationship of caramelisation reaction extent with colour changes. To achieve that, (i) colour changes through the caramelisation reaction course were modelled and (ii) the effect of sucrose degradation and HMF production on colour development was studied. Experiments were carried out with concentrated sucrose solutions, where lag phase in sucrose degradation was previously observed (16.32 % (w/w) water content), treated at temperatures ranging from 100 to 160 °C, for different times. The kinetic behaviour was mathematically described and models were proposed to express colour dependence on HMF content. The temperature effect on both kinetic parameters and colour/HMF behaviour was investigated.

Materials and methods

Experimental procedures

Sample preparation

Sucrose solutions of 83% (w/w) were prepared by weighing commercial sucrose and adding distilled water in the desired proportion. The mixture was then heated in a microwave oven (medium power) for short periods (1 minute), stirred intermittently until complete sucrose dissolution (Braga da Cruz, Maclnnes, Oliveira, & Malcata, 2002).

A Karl Fisher coulometric determination (684 K coulometer, Metrohm, Switzerland) was used to measure the real moisture content of concentrated sucrose solutions. At least three different batches were prepared and each batch was analysed three times. The 95% Standard Error (SE) of the sample water content was calculated. Results indicated a 16.32 ± 0.82 (%w/w) water content.

The solutions were poured into Thermal Death Time (TDT) cans, 6 cm diameter and 0.8 cm height (208 × 0.06, American National Can, USA), sealed under vacuum, and processed isothermally at 100, 120, 140, and 160 °C in an oil bath (polyethylene glycol 400, Clariant) for different times.

Colour measurement

Samples were poured into a clear glass petri dish and colour parameters were determined using a tristimulus colorimeter (Minolta Chroma Meter CR300, Japan), programmed to use illuminant C as light source and the 2° observer for colour interpretation. Results were calculated by the equipment into the Hunter Lab colour scale. In this scale, L ranges from 0 (black) to 100 (white), a indicates degree of greenness (for negative a values) and degree of redness (for positive a results), b axis also ranges from negative to positive values indicating, respectively, degree of blueness to yellowness. The L, a e b were calculated from non-heat-treated samples (8 measurements). Colour changes were assessed using L/L0 and TCDH (i.e., TCD evaluated on Hunter colour space) parameters.

Determination of 5-hydroxymethylfurfural content

HMF content of the studied solutions was determined using High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC). Standard solutions were prepared from HMF (pure, Fluka). Both samples and standard solutions were filtered (0.45 µm) and analysed in a HPLC system (Jasco, Japan), equipped with a PU-1580 pump and an AS-1555 injector. The column was a Waters Spherisorb® S5 ODS2 C18 and the mobile phase, acetonitrile (Isocratic Grade, Lichrosolv, Merck)/water (70:30), was running at 1.2 ml/min. Peaks were detected using a UV detector (UV-1575, Jasco) set at 284 nm and analysed using Jasco-Borwin software v.1.50 (JMBs Developments, Fontaine, France). The HMF content was expressed in gHMF/g solution.
Modelling procedures

Colour kinetics and temperature effect

Lag and exponential phases of colour development may be described using the original Gompertz equation (Gompertz, 1825; Zwietering, Jongenburger, Rombouts, & Riet, 1990). This original function describes a growth tendency, which can be modified and reparameterised to parameters with physical meaning for describing any autocatalytic kinetic behaviour (Gil, Brandao, & Silva, 2006; Quintas et al., 2007; Zwietering et al., 1990).

\[ C = \alpha \exp[-\exp(\beta - \gamma t)] \]  
\[ C = \alpha \exp[-\exp(\beta - \gamma t)] \]

where \( C \) is the studied colour parameter (i.e. \( L, a, b \) or other) at any given reaction time, \( t \), and \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \) are model parameters.

This model describes a growth tendency similar to the observed for TCD–H. For a decrease behaviour, such as the one observed for \( L/L_0 \), Eq. (2) can be modified as follows:

\[ C = 1 - \alpha \exp[-\exp(\beta - \gamma t)] \]

These equations can be reparameterised, calculating: \( a \) (determined by the slope of the steepest tangent to the exponential phase), and a lag time, \( \lambda \) (calculated by the interception of the asymptote with the extrapolated tangent line). The equilibrium may be described using the \( \alpha \) parameter, which represents the function asymptotic value when \( t \to \infty \) (being \( \beta \) such that, at \( t = 0, C = 0 \) in the original Gompertz equation (2)). Eqs. (3) and (2) can then be written as, respectively:

\[ L/L_0 = 1 - \alpha \exp \left\{ - \exp \left[ \frac{k_{\max}e}{\alpha} (\lambda - t) + 1 \right] \right\} \]

\[ \text{TCD–H} = \alpha \exp \left\{ - \exp \left[ \frac{k_{\max}e}{\alpha} (\lambda - t) + 1 \right] \right\} \]

The temperature effect on food reaction kinetics is often translated into a dependence of the kinetic parameters. This dependence has been widely studied and can be generally expressed with an Arrhenius type equation, using a finite reference temperature (Cohen, Birk, Mannheim, & Saguy, 1994; Haralampu, Saguy, & Karel, 1985; Peleg, 1992; van Boekel, 1996):

\[ \text{Temperature dependence:} \]

\[ p = p_{\text{ref}} \exp \left\{ - \left( \frac{E_a}{R} \left( \frac{1}{T} \right) - \frac{1}{T_{\text{ref}}} \right) \right\} \]

where \( p \) is a kinetic parameter, \( E_a \) is activation energy, \( p_{\text{ref}} \) the kinetic parameter at finite reference temperature, \( T_{\text{ref}} \), and \( R \) the universal gas constant. \( T_{\text{ref}} \) should correspond to the middle temperature of the experimental range, thus minimizing the correlation between parameters and the confidence intervals (Cohen et al., 1994; van Boekel, 1996).

2.2.2. Non-linear regression analysis

The equations mentioned along the text were fitted to experimental data by non-linear regression analysis, using STATISTICA™ v 6.0 (Statsoft, Inc, USA) package. The Levenberg–Marquadt algorithm for the least squares function minimisation was used. The statistical indicators of the quality of the regression and estimates precision, coefficient of determination \( (R^2) \), the mean square error (MSE, i.e. the sum of squares of residuals divided by the corresponding degrees of freedom) and the 95% Standard Error of the parameters \( (SE) \), were obtained directly from the software. The precision of the estimated parameters was also evaluated by the Standardised Half Width (SHW), which was defined as the ratio between the 95% Standard Error and the value of the estimate. Quality of regression was mainly assessed by visual inspection of residuals randomness and normality.

The measured response precision was evaluated by calculating the 95% inference band. The following expression is the linear approximation of the 95% inference band of a non-linear model (Bates & Watts, 1988):

\[ C = \hat{C} \pm \sqrt{\text{MSE}} \sqrt{v^T (v^T v)^{-1} v} \frac{PF_{(P,N-P,0.05)}}{PF_{(P,N-P,0.05)}} \]

where \( \hat{C} \) is the colour parameter estimated by the model, \( v^T v^{-1} \) is the variance–covariance matrix, \( v \) is the parameters derivative vector, \( P \) the number of estimated parameters, \( N \) is experimental data points, and \( PF_{(P,N-P,0.05)} \) is the upper 5% of the quantile for Fisher distribution with \( P \) and \( N-P \) degrees of freedom.

Results and discussion

Colour kinetics and temperature effect

As expected, colour parameters changed with reaction extent. This change was evident in the responses \( L/L_0 \) and TCD–H with time. In both cases, a lag phase was observed followed by an exponential phase and a final equilibrium value could be identified. There was a clear darkening of heat-treated sucrose solutions, evaluated by a decrease in the \( L/L_0 \) value, and a significant development of colour expressed through the increase of TCD–H (Fig. 1).

The equilibrium value observed for the colour parameter is a rare observation in food quality factors degradation, which usually follow a zero or first-order kinetics (Villota & Hawkes, 1992). However, such phenomenon has been previously observed for colour development reactions and in these cases a fractional conversion model has been reported (Avila & Silva, 1999; Garza et al., 1999; Ibarz et al., 2000; Silva & Silva, 1999). This observed equilibrium for colour parameters may be due to the contribution of several different food components and their interactions.

These observed tendencies were described by modified and reparameterised Gompertz equations and results from fitting Eqs. (4) and (5) to, respectively, \( L/L_0 \) and TCD–H experimental data are presented in Table 1. In both cases, residuals inspection and MSE (which is an indication of experimental error) indicated a good regression procedure, \( \alpha \) and \( k_{\max} \) parameters where estimated with acceptable
experiments at 160/C176 experimental times). Since TCD experimental handling of the solutions and extremely large

treatment, an Arrhenius type dependency was found for

Fig. 1. Typical experimental behaviour observed (squares) and one-step model fitting result (lines), for both L/L0 and TCDH. Example is for isothermal experiments at 160 °C.

precision – SHW varied from 9 to 81% (with the exception of L/L0 at 100 °C, which can be attributed to difficulties in experimental handling of the solutions and extremely large experimental times). Since TCDH behaviour is similar to the original Gompertz equation description, the estimated α represents the asymptotic value, i.e. the TCDH equilibrium value. However, in L/L0 description and due to modification prior to reparameterisation, α represents the difference between the initial L/L0 value (→1) and equilibrium. The lag parameter (λ) was estimated with less precision, with SHW varying from 32% to 256%. Such decrease in precision of the lag parameter has been previously observed in modified and reparameterised Gompertz fitting to sucrose degradation data (Quintas et al., 2007). Moreover, λ was similar for both colour parameters, which is probably due to the fact that λ represents the “delay” in the caramelisation reaction.

To evaluate the significance of the description of the above models, the 95% inference band for the TCDH response with time at each temperature was calculated (Fig. 2). As it can be observed, estimated TCDH may lie in a considerably large interval. This problem can be circumvented by a more convenient and proper choice of sampling times through suitable experimental design (Brandaño, 2004).

Concerning the effect of temperature on colour development, an Arrhenius type dependency was found for kmax and λ of both cases. However, equilibrium (here evaluated by α estimate) was independent of temperature for L/L0, and varied linearly for TCDH. This is an indication that processing temperature does not affect the lightness of the final product, but influences the final colour difference from initial solution.

To study the influence of temperature in colour development reaction, the observed temperature dependence of the kinetic parameters α, kmax and λ was embedded in the two Eqs. (4) and (5) that were fitted to experimental data (L/L0 and TCDH, respectively) at all temperatures: one-step model fitting (Arabshahi & Lund, 1985; Cohen & Saguy, 1985; Haralampu et al., 1985; Lund, 1983). The results from the regressions are presented in Table 2 and the adequacy of models description can be also observed in Fig. 1.

Colour development vs sucrose degradation

Previous studies showed an autocatalytic behaviour of sucrose thermal degradation, under the same reaction conditions of this work, due to both (i) pH drop during the reaction and (ii) increase of solution’s molecular mobility (Quintas et al., 2007). To investigate the relationship between sucrose degradation and colour development, the estimated lag times and maximum reaction rates for sucrose degradation (in literature) and colour development (obtained in this work) were compared (Fig. 3). It can be observed that estimated lag times for both L/L0 and TCDH coincide with estimated lag times for sucrose degradation. This is not at all unexpected, since colour develops with the reaction, which is not occurring before sucrose hydrolysis.

Regarding maximum reaction rates (kmax), sucrose degradation’s is significantly higher than the darkening reaction (evaluated with L/L0 parameter) rate, indicating that darkening may be related with the production of compounds formed later in the caramelisation reaction, as described in literature (Kroh, 1994). However, the total colour difference rate, although with higher estimates, is not significantly different from sucrose degradation rate. This may be indicative that other colour characteristics may be related with sucrose hydrolysis.

Predicting colour changes with HMF content

It is well known that HMF is a precursor of coloured compounds in the caramelisation reaction (Kroh, 1994). The contribution of HMF content to the observed colour changes was investigated on the basis of experimental data and fitting procedures. Based on visual inspection of experimental data, models were proposed and fitted to data; regression quality was then assessed by evaluation of residuals randomness and normality. Lightness
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>$k_{max}$ (min$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>Residuals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>6.6 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>± 95% standard error and (SHW %); Regression analysis by $R^2$, MSE and residuals' inspection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>6.6 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>± 95% standard error and (SHW %); Regression analysis by $R^2$, MSE and residuals' inspection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>6.6 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>± 95% standard error and (SHW %); Regression analysis by $R^2$, MSE and residuals' inspection.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$H_{eq}$ was found to follow a fractional conversion model in respect to HMF content (8), showing an equilibrium value. Such equilibrium demonstrates that HMF content alone does not explain the entire colour changes reaction.

$$\frac{L}{L_0} = \left(\frac{L}{L_0}\right)_{eq} + \left[1 - \left(\frac{L}{L_0}\right)_{eq}\right] e^{-t[HMF]}$$

The total colour difference (TCDH) change with HMF content was found to follow a power law (Eq. (9)), which is consistent with previous findings (Lee & Nagy, 1988).

$$\text{TCDH} = A[HMF]^b$$

In both cases, no significant effect of temperature was observed in the estimated parameters. As a result, the models (8) and (9) were fitted to experimental data, of $L/L_0$ and TCDH, respectively, at all temperatures (Fig. 4 and Table 2).
Experimental data was successfully described by the proposed models. The observed equilibrium value in the colour parameters, prove that HMF content alone is not able to explain colour changes throughout caramelisation reaction.

Conclusion

Colour changes due to caramelisation reaction were evaluated by $L/L_0$ and TCD$_H$. An autocatalytic behaviour was observed, similar to sucrose degradation kinetics under the same conditions. The Gompertz model was successfully modified and reparameterised to describe kinetic behaviour and the temperature effect on the reaction was described by Arrhenius type dependency. Estimated colour kinetic parameters were related with literature sucrose degradation parameters: (i) the lag phase was of the same magnitude in both phenomena; (ii) $k_{\text{max}}$ comparison showed different reaction rates, indicating that not only sucrose contributes to colour alterations. The contribution of HMF content to colour changes was studied and a fractional conversion and a power law models were found to describe $L/L_0$ and TCD$_H$ experimental data, respectively.

Knowledge of colour change kinetics is important for industrial process design and control. Furthermore, this work reinforces the use of sigmoid functions to describe autocatalytic behaviour and emphasizes the importance of inference bands on model’s predicting ability. Under-
standing the relationship of colour with reaction products may help in clarifying the contribution of different substances to non-enzymatic browning. This research is a contribution to that objective. In the long run, such results can be used by industry for colour design in new products development.
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